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General Instructions: 

 The first 15 minutes have been allotted for reading this question paper. These 15 minutes  have to be used by the 

candidates for thorough silent reading of the question paper. During this period, the students will not write any answer on 

the answer- book and the question paper. The students should start writing on the next stroke of the bell.     

 Write in neat and clean handwriting.  All questions are compulsory. 
Q.1. Contains four questions carrying 1 mark each. 
Q.2. Contains three questions carrying 01 mark each. 

Q.3. Contains fifteen questions carrying 03 mark each. You must attempt any eleven questions. 

Q.4. Contains ten questions carrying 05 mark each. You must attempt any seven questions. 

Q.5. Map skills having 05 marks. 

Q. 1. Tick the right answer :--                                (4 x 1 =4) 

         i. The head of the state is the ……. 

               a.  Governor       b. Chief minister         c. MLA              d. sarpanch 

        ii. One of the healthiest countries of North America is ……. 

a. USA       b. Costa Rica      c. Canada        d. None of these. 

       iii. Joothan is an autobiography written by. 

               a. Jawaharlal Nehru      b. Dr. Ambedkar    c. Omprakash Valmiki         d. Mahatma Gandhi 

      iv. The first state in India to introduce the midday meal scheme. 

   a. Kerala        b. Tamil Nadu             c. Maharashtra               d. West Bengal. 

Q.2. Fill in the blanks: --                      (3 x 1 =3)              

          i.  The Civil Rights Act was passed in the year_________________ 

          ii. Every state in India is divided into different_________________ 

        iii.  India is the __________ largest producer of medicines in the world. 

Q.3. Answer the following in brief (Answer any eleven): -                                          (11 x 3 = 33) 

         i. Who was considered a “foreigner” in the past? 

        ii. List some of the technological changes during the period of 700 to 1750 AD. 
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         iii. Who were the parties involved in the “Tripartite struggle”? 

        iv. Define the following terms—Brahmadeya,Shalabhoga,Devadana? 

         v. According to the “Circle of justice” why was it important for military commanders to keep the  

             interests of the peasantry in mind? 

        vi. Who were involved in the building of Qutb Minar? 

        vii. How important was the income from land revenue to the stability of the Mughal Empire? 

        viii. What is pietra dura? 

         ix. What is an eco-system? 

         x. What are the three layers of the earth? 

        xi. Give reason: Why we cannot go to the centre of the earth? 

       xii. Give reason: Why limestone is changed into marble? 

      xiii. What is erosion? 

      xiv. Name three types of rainfall. 

      xv. Write the important events of the following dates – 1556 ,1568 ,1569? 

Q.4. Answer in detail.(any seven):-                                                                                (7 x 5 = 35 ) 

       i. What was the impact of the Mongol invasions on the Delhi Sultanate?  

       ii. How did a temple communicate the importance of a king? 

       iii. What is precipitation? Name the various forms of precipitation. 

      iv. What is environment? Explain various domains of it. 

       v. What is a rock? Name three types of Rocks with examples. 

      vi. Why do the plates move? Explain exogenic and endogenic forces. 

      vii. Give an account of the different layers of the atmosphere. 

     viii. Write the names of any five central provinces under the control of the Mughals. 

      ix. What was role of zamindar in Mughal administration? 

      x. Name the five dynasties that together made the Delhi sultanate. 

 Q.5. Map Skill: ----                                                                                                                            

      i. On outline map of India, show any three military campaigns under Akbar.                     (3x1=3) 

      ii . Locate the state where destruction caused by a cyclone in 1999 .                                (1x1=1) 

      iii. Locate the state where destruction caused by earthquake in 2001 .                              (1x1=1) 
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